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Searching for Constantine the Great 
in the Northern Lands 

Lucia Travaini

This paper is intended as a homage to Tuukka Talvio by 

proposing further considerations after his studies of Byzantine 

coin imitations in Finland in the 11th century.1 Imitations 

of Byzantine miliaresia have been proved quite numerous 

considering the relative number of original specimens found in Finland:2

both genuine and imitative Byzantine coins occur in Finnish graves and 

they were popular as jewelry, being almost always pierced if not properly 

provided with a loop. The most common prototypes was the miliariesion of 

Basil II and Constantine VIII (976–1025) of class IV, dated by Grierson to the 

period 989–10253 with the bust of each emperor at the side of the cross and 

legend on five lines on the reverse; imitations of such prototype, of the 

four classes identified by Grierson in the Dumbarton Oaks Catalogue, are 

also the most frequent among the miliaresia imitations in Sweden.4 Other 

imitations are based on the miliaresion of Romanus III with standing figures 

of the Virgin and of the emperor. Already in 1978 Tuukka Talvio suggested 

their possible role as religious amulets. The position of the piercing both 

on the genuine specimens and the imitations of the miliaresion of Basil II 

shows that the bearer was wearing the pendant intending to face the side 

with the cross and the busts when holding it in front of himself as it was 

hanging at his neck; this is less the case for the other type. Here I will 

discuss more especially the possible meaning of the type of Basil II, in the 

light of recent research on religious interpretations of some similar coins 

in Italy and elsewhere. 

Santalene in Italy
Single specimens of the gold histamenon of Basil II and Constantine VIII, 

class 6 according to Grierson Dumbarton Oaks Catalogue, are represented 

in three Italian hoards of the 11th, 12th and 13th centuries: the Ordona hoard 

(Apulia), of c.1025, contained 145 gold taris and one specimen of the said 

histamenon; the Rome Torre delle Milizie hoard,  of c.1185, with 1370 French 

deniers of Champagne and deniers of Pavia and Lucca, and one specimen 

of the  said histamenon; the Pisa, Logge dei Banchi hoard, of c.1266, with 

119 Sicilian taris, 16 augustales and 1 half augustalis of Frederic II, 1 gold 

‘grosso’ of Lucca, 91 florins of Florence, and one histamenon of Basil II and  

Constantine  VIII. I had once interpreted the presence of the histamenon as 



a retarded thesaurisation of the Byzantine gold coin before its debasement, 

although such histamena did not circulate in Italy in the 12th nor in the 

13th century; now I am convinced of a different reason, which can better 

justify the presence, always, of just one piece: in medieval Italy each of 

these coins was considered to be a religious icon, thus passed from father 

to son, and kept among precious objects and coins. The key element for such 

an interpretation of the histamenon of Basil II and Constantine VIII is to 

be found in written evidence: some coin lists of the period 1280–1315, from 

mathematical treatises and ‘pratiche di mercatura’ (merchants’ books), 

mention gold santalene and in one case also silver santalene. These are the 

references to the gold ones:

a) Sante alene vechie  sono a charati 24 meno 1/3 (Columbia University, 

Ms X511 Al 3: list of 1280 c.);5

b) Santalene fini sono a kar. 24 per oncia (Jacopo da Firenze, Tractatus 

algorismi: list of 1302 c.); 

c) santa’alene d’oro vecchie  XXIIII meno ¼ (Venise, Bibl. Marciana,  

Cod. ital. Cl.XI, n. 98: list dated 1305);

d) sant’alene d’oro col taglio grosso a ka. XXIII e ¼ (Florence, BN, 

Racc. Tordi n.139, Cod. Acciajoli, list dated 1311–1315 c.).

The silver one is described as santalena d’agiento once 12 meno 1/3 

(Columbia University, Ms X511 Al 3: list of 1280 c.).6

What sort of coins are the gold santalene? No mint place and no ruler’s 

name can be associated to the term santalene so the term must have a 

connection with the name of Saint Helena. There are no gold or silver coins 

bearing the image of this saint in the 13th century or earlier, but the three 

hoards with the single histamenon of Basil II and Constantine VIII come 

to mind: could these gold coins be santalene? The gold content indicated 

in the coin lists corresponds rather exactly to the gold content of such 

histamena;7 the obverse shows a bust of Christ and the reverse shows the 

busts of the associated emperors at the side of  a cross: the two busts were 

possibly ‘read’ by medieval Italians in the 11th, 12th and 13th centuries like 

images of Saint Constantine (the bearded Basil II) and of  Saint Helena 

(the young Constantine VIII, with no beard); they are shown at the side 

of the Cross of Christ (the specimens in the three hoards are all of class 

6, the only one showing a plain cross – a Cross of Christ! – instead of the 

ornamented or patriarchal one of other classes); the medieval legend 

of the True Cross well explains the role of Helena in the finding of the 

Cross. Indeed, the cult of the Cross was very important in medieval Italy 

and beyond and can well justify the use of these coins as icons in such cult 

and devotion.  It is then possible that the coin lists mentioning santalene

document the final moment of the monetary life of such coins, giving their 



gold content exactly, in a moment when they were already mainly kept for 

their religious value; later they became copied and produced by jewellers 

for more spread devotional use.8

In Constantinople in the 12th century other gold coins of Constantine 

and Helena were considered to be very valuable for their protective power 

against all evil: a letter of Michael Italikos written around the half of 

the 12th century mentioned the power of a gold coin named konstantinaton

bearing on one side the images of the ‘very pious’  Constantine and  Helena 

and on the other the image of Christ ‘of Roman type’, a description which 

could hold good for a specimen, again, of Basil II and Contantine VIII or of 

a similar coin showing two busts at the side of a cross.9  We may suggest also 

that the reputation of protective coins of Emperor Constantine the Great 

must have been strong in Constantinople even before the 12th century.  

The great pious Constantine and his mother were venerated like saints.10

The term ‘coin of saint Helena’ persisted in Italy well into modern times, 

as we find in 16th century Rome, in the papal entourage, when the term was 

generally attributed to a variety of Byzantine coins, not just those of Basil 

II and Constantine VIII.

In 1586 a hoard of 125 gold Byzantine coins was found in laying the 

foundation of the Lateran Palace; the hoard was buried in the 7th century 

at the time of Heraclius, containing coins of emperors Theodosius, 

Valentinianus III, Marcianus, Leo, Justinus, Justinianus, Tiberius II 

Constantinus, Mauritius Tiberius, Phocas and Heraclius.11 The journal named 

Avvisi di Roma, describing how the pope distributed a number of the coins 

to various cardinals, referred to all such coins as ‘coins of Saint Hélène’.12

The discovery of the hoard impressed greatly Pope Sixtus V (1585–90), who 

believed it to be a sign of Providence: on 1 December 1587 the pope issued 

a bull by which each of the coins of the hoard was declared a powerful 

object of cult bearing indulgences for all those who would bear one at the 

neck praying the Cross with devotion.13 The bull also extended the power 

to similar coins and certainly the devotional use of Byzantine coins in Italy 

must have spread even more. 

In Rome still in the 17th century, in spite of the progress of numismatic 

studies, the ‘Saint Helena’ reading of Byzantine coins persisted: a cross-

reliquiary in the Vatican is surmounted by a coin described as bearing the 

images of Constantine and Helena,  said to be part of the Lateran hoard; it 

is in fact a gold coin of  Manuel I Comnenus (1143–80), which could not by its 

chronology have come from that hoard; according to Torrigio 1635 the image 

of Christ Emmanuel on the obverse was read as the image of Constantine and 

the image of the standing emperor on the reverse was read as Helena with 

the labarum.14

Devotion had its precedence over numismatic interpretations. The cult of 

the Cross was ever popular. Even in Provence in the 16th century, according 



to du Peiresc, Roman coins were named ‘medailles de Sainte Hélène’;15 what 

was the devotional use of such coins in Provence in the middle ages is still 

to be investigated. 

We have so far travelled from the North to the South of Europe and 

from the 11th century to the 16th and 17th centuries, and it is now time to go 

back where we started: is it at all possible that the cult of the Cross had 

reached somehow the Northern Lands in the 11th century? Can we see a trace 

of such a cult in the spread of Byzantine imitations of the miliaresion of 

Basil II and Constantine VIII? The Byzantine imitations certainly testify the 

interest for the Christian religion which however in the 11th century was 

not yet widespread in Finland.16 Might there possibly be a chance for this 

holding true for Sweden?  However primitive Christian religion might have 

been, was there a diffusion of the protective images of Constantine and 

Helena at the side of the Cross of Christ? 

This note is no more than an invitation and a wish to Tuukka Talvio 

and other Finnish scholars to investigate the topic of coin imitations and 

religious attitude in their country.

NOTES

1 Talvio 1978, 1985, 1994. I wish to thank MA Outi Järvinen for help with the Finnish bibliography.

2 Talvio 1978, 26.

3 Grierson D.O.C. III,2, 611.

4 Malmer 1981.

5 Transcriptions of such lists are in Travaini 2003, passim. The manuscript of the Columbia arithmetics can 

be dated to the mid 14th century but the text of its coin list belongs certainly to around 1280 (Travaini, 

2003, 82); on this dating Jens Høyrup has suggested that the entire text belongs to 1280 and in this case the 

Columbia manuscript will be the most ancient text of an abbacus book in vulgar Italian: Høyrup 2005. 

6 See Travaini 2001 and 2003.

7 Details in Travaini 2001.

8 Details in Travaini 2007 and 2001, including comments on Dante’s Convivio passage related to silver 

santalene. 

9 For this letter and its interpretation see Travaini 2001; Perassi 2005; Maguire 1997. 

10 See Farmer 1996, entries Cross, Helen; for Constantine the Great and his myth in the middle ages see 

Linder 1975.

11 Details on the hoard and its interpretations are in Travaini 2007 and in the press. 

12 ‘La mattina di san Giovanni il papa donò una di quelle monete di santa Helena per uno alli cardinali che 

accompagnarono S(ua) B(eatitudine) da Montecavallo a san Giovanni Laterano, ritrovate al numero di 125 

in una cassetta di ferro murata in quelle rovine che si gettano a terra per la nuova fabbrica. Dette monete 

sono d’oro ma di prezzo di 13 giuli l’una solamente’.

13 I will not give further details of this, as I have dealt with the topic in Travaini 2007 and Travaini in 

the press; the Latin text of the bull is in Bullarium Diplomatum et Privilegiorum sanctorum Romanorum 

Pontificum Taurinensis editio, VIII, Torino 1863, 966–972, and is reproduced in Travaini 2007 and Travaini in 

the press.

14 F.M. Torrigio, Le sacre grotte vaticane, Roma 16352, 246: «nella sommità di tale reliquiario, fù posta una di 

quelle monete d’oro (come si dice altrove) trovate nel Laterano sotto Sisto V, qui donata da un Cardinale, e 

vi si vede l’effigie di Costantino, & Elena con il Labaro»: more details in Travaini 2007, 214.

15 Travaini in the press. 

16 For Christianisation in Finland see Purhonen 1998; for Scandinavia in general see Berend (ed.) 2007.
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